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In a marriage of strange bedfellows come together two very different
acts for an afternoon of exceptional musicality, entertainment and
variety. Highly acclaimed Sydney songstress Rachel Collis along with
her trio will join forces with virtuoso jazz clarinetist Jack Wiard and
his trio in a celebration of collaboration and diversity.
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Rachel Collis is no stranger to variety. Since stepping into the musical
spotlight in 2012, she has gathered quite the reputation for her
unforgettable live performances, drawing comparisons as diverse as
songwriting legend Joni Mitchell and funny man Tim Minchin.
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Jack Wiard moved to Sydney from California in 1971. After five
years of teaching, he joined the Ray Price Quintet and from 1979
until 2004 Jack was a member of the Graeme Bell Allstars Jazz Band.
He has also played with the Robbers Dogs Jazz Band, Mike Hallams
Hot Six, Geoff Powers Classic Jazz Band, and the Sydney-Zenith Jazz
Band, doing nine European tours with them.
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Formerly the Allambie Heights Uniting Church,
Humph Hall is now the private home of Gial & Wayne.
Bookings: 9939 8802 wayne@humphhall.org - humphhall.org
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